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Agenda item: Alignment between processes pertaining to the review of the Climate 
Technology Centre and Network and the periodic assessment referred to in 
paragraph 69 of decision 1/CP.21 

Day and time: 03/11, 10:00-11:00 
 
Written by: Lola Berna Gascon, Pompeu Fabra University 
 
RINGO’s attendee 
 
Third informal session.  
Draft CMA 
Draft text, good progress. General comments of it being accepted for delivery. 
Goal: Finalize text today. 
 
Norway (leader of the writing process): preamble ok, not many changes. No changes 
paragraph 1, 2.  
Underlines the importance of enhancing of technology mechanisms and achieving their 
objectives. 
Paragraph 4: continue respective process periodic assessment technology CMA. Agrees 
align periodicity periodic assessment of technology mechanism and independent 
review. 
Paragraph 5: subsidiary 2025 matters to alignment. 2-year process instead 1. 
 
 
Uganda: thanks Norway for presenting. LDCs agree on the discussion. 
 
Thailand: tech mechanisms not in capital letters, is it intentional? 
Norway answers no, it will be changed. 
 
EU: thanking Norway. Paragraph 4 and instead of of. Editing details. 
 
Kenya: as African group. Initial time 2026 changed for 2025, why the change.  
Co-facilitator answers: 2026 general review CTCN set-up. Aligning one year before to 
have time to do it.  
 
Seychelles: thanks Norway and attendees of informal meeting. 
 
Chile: Support draft and agrees on 2025.  
 
 
Consensus text agreement. CMA text as reported back by Norway with the editorial 
notes mentioned. Will be reported to SBI chair. 
 
 
China: 2025 good timing for the secretary. 
 
Russian federation: thanks Norway. Has some considerations.  
Co-facilitator: last informal session so if there is any consultation it must be now.  
They will talk after the meeting. 
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India: thanks Norway. Expected more meetings.  
Co-facilitator answers: proposal discussed among parties and could be the final version 
but if there are considerations the text can be seen in the screens and able to be 
commented. It must be finalized today. Afterwards, report to the SBI chair that will go 
to the SBI plenary. 
 
 
Being shown in the screens.  
 
Co-facilitator: consider this the co-facilitators’ text.  
 
Secretariat points out the MoU extending deadline until Feb 2026. 
 
 
Saudia Arabia: do not understand why change from 4 to 5 years. The shorter the time, 
the better the quality, he says.  
Co-facilitator answers: screen (paragraph 6) has not been agreed yet. Discussions being 
continued this week on the second review of the CTCN. 
Norway answers: it is in brackets because some representatives were not there (in the 
discussion) so it is likely to be changed.  
 
This text has not been agreed yet. Will hear the proposal of the SBI. 
 
Forward paragraph 1 and 2 in brackets from paragraph 6 to be discussed in the CTCN 
review. 
 
Co-facilitator thanks and congratulates the attendees of the meeting. Report to SBI 
chair. Will be available on the website in next 24-48 hours. 
 
 
 
 


